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Crushing
the cookie cutter
h ome
o f
t h e mo n t h

This year’s Homes of the Month go beyond
the traditional with contemporary twists
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smith/troutman residence

BY WETA RAY CLARK

architect | Jim Smith, AIA HagerSmith Design, PA
The historic Walnut Hill Cotton Gin in Southeast
Raleigh is reincarnated as a house and studio.

STAFF WRITER

ome homeowners and North
Carolina architects dare to
break away from the traditional and humdrum to try
something different.
We saw it in the inaugural year of the
Home of the Month program, and we’ll
see it again in 2007.
Home of the Month, a joint project by
The News & Observer and the College of
Design at N.C. State University, invites
architects from across the state to submit
their finest residential designs for consideration in a yearlong series in The
N&O.
It gives North Carolina architects a
chance to showcase their work and explain the design process and methods.
And the public gets to see the value of an
architect’s input in home construction,
while learning about design solutions
that address specific home-living needs
and desires. It’s also an opportunity for
the public to judge an architect’s work.
This year’s Home of the Month selections, seen here on the cover, were culled

s

PHOTO COURTESY OF RICHARD LEO JOHNSON

lowcountry residence
architect | Frank Harmon Architect
A creekside abode in a hurricane zone offers a
21st-century solution to 400-year-old problems.

from 27 entries. Each month, a design expert will profile one of the designs.
From across the South, the selected
designs include mountain and beach getaways, renovated bungalows, new construction and even a repurposed cotton
gin. As you will see, most of the design
styles possess modern interpretations
and twists, with contemporary flourishes.
This shouldn’t be interpreted as a slight
to all that is historical and traditional, said
one of the nationally known architecture
experts who judged the entries. It was
pure coincidence, said Meghan Drueding,
a senior editor at Custom Home and Residential Architect, a pair of industry magazines based in Washington.
“These happen to be the ones we liked
the best,” she said. “It was not us trying
to make a statement about any style was
best. We tried to have a variety of different styles.”
What stood out most among the panel’s
selections was the “the clarity of purpose,
not necessarily always the most complicated or expensive,” Drueding said.
“Sometimes it was just the most simple, well-done and thought out. That usu-

inside | A look at the rest of the submissions, page 6E.

SEE HOME, PAGE 7E

february’s home | Private Residence

PHOTO COURTESY OF CASEY LABORDE
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ally happens when there’s good communication between the architect and
clients.”
In their decisions, made last month at
the Residential Architect conference in
San Diego, Drueding and the other panelists — Dale Mulfinger, co-founder of
Mulfinger & Susanka Architects and an
adjunct professor at the College of Architecture and Landscape Architecture at
the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis, and Peter Twombly, of the
Estes/Twombly Architects firm in New
England — expressed surprise over the
lack of more traditional or historical designs.
“Given your state,” Mulfinger said, “I
would have thought there would have
been more historical referenced work.
There certainly were a few projects that
learned from history, but it would have
been good to see a few more.”
As in other regions, Mulfinger explained,
North Carolina has a certain architectural
character of house design that is historically indigenous. Drawing “from that ver-

PHOTO COURTESY OF JAMES WEST/JWESTPRODUCTIONS.COM

chiles residence

private residence

the goodall addition

architect Tonic Design Professional Corp.
The open-frame steel bones of this 1960s Raleigh
home are honored and updated in its rebirth.

architect Szostak Design Inc.
Views to a pastoral setting set the stage for the
planning of this Orange County residence.

architect | Tina Govan Architect
1923 Raleigh bungalow grows 650 square feet for
more living, dining, working, sleeping and storage.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PHILIP SZOSTAK
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atlantic sneak-away

piano pavilion

the campbell residence

architect | Maurer Architecture
A Beaufort seaside cabin that offers sweeping
views, a loft, and sleeping for 12 in 705 square feet.

architect | Szostak Design Inc.
Acoustics and views play sweet music in a Durham
addition for recitals and practice for local pianist.

architect | Hal Lindley, Architect
Silk Hope home offers minimal upkeep, energy efficiency and handicapped accessibility with views.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JAMES WEST/JWESTPRODUCTIONS.COM
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ball residence

poland-defeo house

the purves-ravenel house*

architect | Cherry Huffman Architects
Small, modest Raleigh ranch is transformed into
modern statement of “comfortable minimalism.”

architect | Ellen Cassilly, Ellen Cassilly Architect Inc.
A relocated Bahama residence gets a new basement and landscape, but keeps historic integrity.

architect | Ken Peterman
Chapel Hill home in historic area embraces mature
landscape with an enclosed courtyard.
*editor’s choice
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ideas abound in all the entries
Submissions to Home of the Month featured a variety of house plans and styles, and plenty of unique and interesting stories.
Here is a snapshot of the remaining 16 designs as the architects described them. For a better view, go to newsobserver.com, key word architectural.
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auerbach-warren residence

the gravely house

811 n. bloodworth st.

Designed by the Blunden Studio in Carrboro, the
passive solar house, on its exterior, adopts the
styles of the homes in its Durham neighborhood.
A screened porch and courtyard expand the living spaces. The interior has repurposed materials throughout — doors from Duke Surplus, beams
milled from salvaged river logs and countertops
made of resin impregnated paper.

The landscape on which this Middleburg, Va.,
house sits plays a large role in this design by
Gomes + Staub in Raleigh. The stucco house
has a detached garage, where an arrival court
offers views of a wooded hillside below and a
meadow above. A wrap-around porch embraces
the living spaces and connects the interior to the
gardens and the landscape outside.

It sits just outside the Oakwood Historic District
in Raleigh and is listed on the National Register
of Historic Houses. Built in 1906, it was once
called the Snuggs-Bynum House. Renovations by
Thomas Barrie, AIA, of Raleigh, included the
complete gutting and rebuilding of the house’s
rear. The result: a light-filled contemporary update of the house’s original L-shaped design.

PHOTO COURTESY OF DANIEL ARNEMAN
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the runnymeade house

the strohm residence

morgan bluff residence

The clients wanted a sunny, energy-efficient
2,500-square-foot house with lots of glass that
was handicap-accessible and had a porch, a
deck, an artist’s studio, a fish pond and a pool.
They wanted it on a Lake Boone Trail site with
a 30-foot Neuse River buffer, a 30-foot setback
and a 20-foot drop in elevation. John Sibert’s,
of 2SL Design Build, solution: a 90-degree turn.

The concepts of this house designed by Keith
Shaw AIA of Shaw Design Associates in Durham
include one-room-deep design, outdoor living
space, flat roofs, south-facing windows and natural light, rooms designed with attention to the
principles of feng shui. The house sits on a
forested lot in the rolling hills of Chatham County
and has views for about 20 miles.

Architect Jay Fulkerson takes a buildable area
of less than 4,200 square feet and places this
three-story, 2,670-square-foot scenic dwelling for
a couple with two small children. The plan, which
requires entry via a bridge to the street, is designed around Morgan Creek, which runs along
the eastern edge of the Chapel Hill property.
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the ‘fairmont’ — rowand residence and pool addition
Szostak Design Inc. turns to the architectural
styles of 20th-century architect William Wuster
in designing this country retreat in Hillsborough
for an avid art collector. The floor plan is based
on a simple building module that is repeated
and then subtly modified to accommodate the
home’s various uses.

PHOTO COURTESY OF GEORGE AND SALLIE ELLINWOOD

intracoastal waterway farmhouse
renovation and restoration
Architect George Ellinwood and his wife Sallie had
always admired the 100-year-old Beaufort farmhouse along the convergence of the Neuse River
and Adams Creek. They restored and updated it
into a six-bedroom, 4„ bath space with a new
kitchen, a cupola and third-level deck.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRIS CICCONE

priu residence

mobley residence

the robin’s nest

fox peck home

This Raleigh home touts views inside and out. A
heavily wooded ravine at the back of the house
was a key in the design by Keith Shaw, AIA, of
Shaw Design Associates. Inside, balconies and
overlooks provide views from the upstairs into
the lower level. Open, flowing spaces allow views
from one room to another. An arched cherry
ceiling, cherry beams and skylights are extras.

This Wilmington house’s owners wanted a home
reminiscent of a classic Spanish colonial. Johnston Architecture LLP AIA responds with a contemporary interpretation, using glass, glue laminated timber and steel. Views overlooking the
Intracoastal Waterway, marshland and
Wrightsville beach are always visible through a
10-feet-high, 90-feet-long wall of glass.

The cozy coastal “nest” in Varnamtown is a
whimsical design by Angerio Design PLLC for two
semiretired virtual commuters. Windows throughout the 2,667-square-foot space offer panoramic
and spy-glass views of the waters of the Intracoastal Waterway. Other design highlights: a
wood and steel staircase, a pergola, doorless
rooms and his-and-her offices.

This 3,400-plus Durham residence is designed
by Ellen Cassilly of Ellen Cassilly Architect Inc.
with a growing family in mind. The kitchen and
family room are divided by a cased opening that
allows children doing homework in the family
room to be visually connected to parents preparing meals in the kitchen. Mom, a writer, has a personal retreat in a private, sun-lit attic study.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BRIAN SHAWCROFT
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gruer/shawcroft residence

parham residence

the mcdonald residence

the outing residence

For energy considerations, owner/architect Brian
Shawcroft created the 2,215-square-foot Raleigh
home from a perfect square layout. The front entrance is a handicapped-accessible pedestrian
bridge that is angled (a feng shui principle) and
breaks up the home’s symmetry. Inside, the main
living spaces face south and clerestory windows
on the north allow light into the house’s center.

Two hipped-roof pavilions connected by a glass
entry and inner deck divide this Emerald Isle
home by Jim Spencer Architects. On one side,
the private sleeping quarters are orderly and simple. The “public” pavilion has airy, open spaces
perfect for entertaining. The simple approach and
idea of rooms with close ties to the outdoors are
derived from traditional Japanese design.

Jill Spaeh Architecture combines traditional and
contemporary living in an open floor plan with
the kitchen at the house’s center, living spaces
facing the street and interior views in two directions. Because of its location on a corner lot,
the Burlington house has a facade on three sides
with either a porch, alcove or patio. It’s referred
to as the “new 100-year-old house.”

The Chapel Hill house designed by Alicia Ravetto
Architect PA incorporates elements of passive
solar design. Some highlights include daylighting, building orientation, window sizing and an
open floor plan. Energy-saving measures also are
taken outside the house, where overhangs, plants
and deciduous trees shade windows in the summer and allow in sun in winter.

Convenience sparks interest in mixed-use developments
BY DAVE BRADLEY

ONLINE

FOR THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

mericans weary of costly
commutes and eager to live
near essential services are
increasingly interested in mixeduse developments, according to
the American Institute of Architects.
Mixed-use developments typically bundle housing, recreation,
retail stores and access to transportation in a central area. More
than two-thirds of architects surveyed by the AIA report a growing number of customer inquiries
about such convenient living
arrangements, which frequently
are located near city centers or ex-

A

American Institute of Architects,
www.aia.org

ist as stand-alone developments in
suburban settings.
Fueling the drive are two population groups at opposite ends of
the demographic spectrum yet
very much on the same page in
terms of housing choices. Young
workers want an urban lifestyle
without hassles of high-maintenance housing; older workers
yearn to downsize from large suburban homes and long commutes
to enjoy their later years with services within easy reach.

Ready access to mass transportation and services are particular hot buttons for these two
groups. Architects report client
requests for housing near these
amenities grew by one-third between 2005 and 2006 surveys.
As community patterns change
from stand-alone homes on single lots that drove suburban
growth, the creation of so-called
high-density developments promotes a better use of available
land.
Housing may be small-scale, but
owners still request big-home features, says Debra Smith, chairwoman of the Communities by
Design committee of AIA. “They

look for easy flow floor plans in a
warm and comfortable environment,” said Smith. At the heart of
compact dwellings are “gourmet
kitchens with grand countertops
that allow them to entertain along
with private spaces that are their
haven,” Smith said. One-to-three
bedroom condominiums smaller
than 2,000 square feet are often
built above retail centers or restaurants, and townhouses are sometimes part of the mix in office
space.
Once residents venture outside,
essential services such as grocers,
varied shops and recreation must
be close at hand, if not steps away.
Scott Frank of AIA said people

ask for “walkable access to everyday needs. The convenience is
tremendous to walk there and not
fight the traffic. It allows for a
healthier community because
you’re not auto reliant.”
Such mixed-use developments
can’t be a mishmash of competing
looks. According to Smith, architects are asked to create vibrant
enclaves where housing and service designs are coordinated.
“What these owners want is a
sense of place and they don’t want
a cookie-cutter approach because
they want housing that fits into
the fabric of the neighborhood,”
said Smith.
The trade-off between large
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homes and convenience, particularly for older homeowners, is an
easy decision, says Smith. Designers often incorporate green
spaces and walking trails that
“serve as everyone’s front yard
without the responsibility of maintaining it,” said Smith.
Convenience and proximity to
downtown areas comes at a price,
however. A check of pricing
shows two-bedroom condominium units in the Lincoln Park
area near downtown Chicago start
at $299,900. Near downtown Denver, similar units cost $359,900.
The survey of registered architects was conducted in November 2006.
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